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Let ~ be a real semisimple Lie algebra, G its adjoint 
group, and G = KAN an Iwasawa decomposition for G. Let 
Ge be the adjoint group of the complexified Lie algebra ~c· 
In [ 1 1 we studied the global ho.lomorphic continuation of 
the maps 1<. , h, v G---?> K, A, N determined by 
x = -1<. (x) h(x) v (x) u 
The main result of [ 1 , Chapter l ] is as follows. Let 
.fc. , 01. , t'C. be the Lie algebras of K, A, N and let K , A , 
c c 





at ' 1l'C. c c 
G -K A N 
c c c c 
as their respective Lie 
(the set theoretic difference). Then we have 
Theorem 0. l v The set S is algebraic and the maps 1c., 
h, 'V extend to multi-valued holomorphic maps 
---..a. .. K,A,N .. 
c c c 
2 Moreover, h and ~ are rational (hence 
single valued) .. If {x } 
n 
is a sequence in G -S converging 
c 
to a point x c S, then the set 
relatively compact in A • 
c 
Remarks. (i) For the terminology of multi-valued holo-
morphic maps the reader is referred to the appendix. 
(ii) Observe that S can be identified with the union 
of the lower dimensional K -orbits on the flag manifold 
c 
G /P , where P is 
c c c 
centralizer(ot. ) $ 
c 
- 2 -
the parabolic in G with Lie algebra 
c 
-ft. (cf.also [11,13] ). 
c 
We used the above theorem in the study of the 
asymptotic behaviour of elementary spherical functions on 
a real semi simple Lie group (see [ l ] , see also [ 2 1 for 
more general results). 
In this paper we prove a generalization of Theorem O.l 
which has a similar importance for the harmonic analysis 
on semisimple symmetric spaces. As an application we 
derive a result which is of crucial importance in the 
paper (4], where a generalization of Kostant's con-
vexity theorem to semisimple symmetric spaces is given. 
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l. The main result 
Let 1::' be an involution of "J • Then there exists a 
Cartan involution 0 of OJ which commutes with i:: 
(cf. [5] ). Let 1c. ,~ denote the +l eigenspaces and 
"P , °l. the -1 eigenspaces of f7 and "C respectively. Then 
we have the joint eigenspace decomposition 
= 
-fc'"'l .. 
Let K be the maximal compact subgroup of G with Lie 
algebra 
of <>p n °l 
of Ol.. pq 
1<.. , and let Ol. be a maximal abelian subspace pq 
• The set b. = ~( °' , 01.. ) of restricted roots 
·4 pq 
in is a (possibly non-reduced) root system 
(cf. [13] ). Fix a choice 1:::,.+ of positive roots for b... 
The Lie algebra of the centralizer L of atpq in G 
admits the direct sum decomposition 
1 = 6l E9 pq 
(1) 
subordinate to ( 1 )u Since L normalizes the Killing ortho-
complement 
follows that 
Ol in ,l. , it pq 
is a closed subgroup of L with Lie algebra ,.{0 v Moreover, 
writing A = exp( ot ) , we have the direct product pq pq 
L "' L 0 x A pq 
Let otph be a maximal abelian subspace of ,,{ph and 
(2) 
put 
Ol = p 
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Otph E& Ot • pq 
Then 01... is maximal abelian in i° . Let D.+ be a choice p p 
of positive roots for l:l. = A (OJ , OZ. ) , compatible with p p 




o<c. D.+ p 
N ·- exp n. 
is a subalgebra of tV'l , normalized by .l . In fact, 
writing fl.L = 'ft.ll f , we have 'Yt.Q as a semi-
direct product of Lie algebras. It follows that NL = Nn L 
normalizes the group NQ = exp(11tQ)' and we have the semi-
direct product 
N = 
Moreover, the parabolic subgroup Q = LN has the Levi 
decomposition 
Proposition 1.1. If x C: G, then there exist unique 
x €.. 




Proofs This is an easy consequence of the Iwasawa 
decomposition G = KAN 
sitions ( 2 ) and ( 3 
(where A = exp ( Ol ) ) , the deeompo-
P 
), and the fact that A pq centra-
lizes NL. Observe that h (x) is the A -part q pq of h(x) in 
the direct product decomposition A = A hA p pq 
The main result of this paper is a generalization of 
Theorem O.l for the decomposition ( 4 ). Let L be the 
c 
centralizer of Ol.pq in Ge' Qc the normalizer of le + YtQc 
in Ge and NQC = exp(h.Qc) • Then it is well known that 
L , Q and NQ 
c c c 
are algebraic ,and connected. Moreover, Q 
c 
is a parabolic subgroup with Levi decomposition Q = L NQ u 
c c c 
Let K , A , A , L00 be the connected analytic c c pqc 
subgroups of G with Lie algebras .Jc , 01.. , Ol , l 0 c • c c c pqc 
Then we have 
Proposition 1.2. The groups K , A , A , L0 are the c c pqc c 
identity components (for the usual topology) of algebraic 
subgroups of G • 
c 
Remarku If we speak about connected components, it will 
always be with respect to the usual (i.e. non-Zariski) topology. 
Proofu The holomorphic involutions of G whose diffe-
c 
rentials at the identity are e and "( 





= { x E G 
ex = x} 
' 
c 
, are denoted by the 
'A pqc = {x€ A c 
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Then K , A , A are the identity components of the alge-
c c pqc 
braic subgroups 'K , 'A 1 A • As for the last assertion, 
c c' pqc 
we claim that Loe is the identity component of 
'L = Oc { xE L ; c 
To prove this it suffices to show that 1 0 equals 
'lo = {xt:.l 
Since (\ { ker o( 
it suffices to show that 
If o{€ A ¥ we write 
Thus, if o<c A , then 
= 
tr(ad(X)IC!J~) = 0 for o< EA+} .. 
= O, we have 
,lo c. 'lo,. 
'1 f'\ ot = O. Hence 0 pq 
A (o<) ={~€A ; p p 
• 
Let to( (x) = tr(ad(X) \OJ.( ) , for X c 1 . Since [ {) k acts by 
skew symmetric transformations on ~~ , it follows that 
to< = 0 on ,ln k. u Moreover, for X E Olph we have 
= ~ (x) dim(~~ ) • 
Since it follows that t~ =-t 
""' -c( 
on 
ot. ph. On the other hand, if X E OZ. ph, then TX = X, so that 
t of ( X) = t .. « -r X) = t r ( r • ad ( X) o r - l I o( ) = t r ( ad ( X) f °I - ~) 
= t_~(x). Hence to<= 0 on Olph· Since obviously t~(k.X) = 
= toe(X) for X € ,{ , ke LOK, this implies that toe = 0 on 
. 
(LOK). otph = [ ph' hence on 10 ~ We conclude that X. 0 c. 1 [ 0 • 
We now have the following generalization of Theorem 0.1. 
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Let SQ be the complement of K Q in G • Then clearly 
c c c 
SQcS, and we may identify SQ with the union of th7lower 
dimensional K -orbits on the flag manifold G /Q • 
c c c 
Theorem 1.1. The set SQ is algebraic. The maps :t' h q 
and V Q extend to multi-valued holomorphic maps G c -SQ -_:;,. 
--:i.. (K " L )\L A N The map -YQ is rational c oc Oc' pqc' Qc· 
and there exists an integer m > 0 such that hm is rational. q 
Moreover, if {~1 
compact in A pqc 
Loosely said , 
x € K .l an. Then 
c 
is a sequence in G -S converging to 
c Q 
is not relatively 
the line of proof is as follows. Suppose 
2 
a n. Now 
{, a, n can be solved from this by using properties of 
the NQcLOcApqcNQ0 -decomposition (here NQc = e(NQc) ). The 
latter decomposition is studied as follows. First we 
construct an embedding of G in the matrix group GL(n,~) 
c 
(here n = dim ~c)" Then, in the next section, we gene-
ralize certain matrix computations which go back to [ 8 , 
Ch. 2, § 8 ] • 
The proof is completed in Section J. 
* Let < be the ordering of Ol which is 1 exicographic pq 
in the coordinates relative to the simple roots of ~+, 
and let c< < ... < o{ 1 be the corresponding enumeration of s 
the "elements of A+ .. F-:>r every l ~ j ~ s, we put a{. ~j = °l J • 
Moreover, we write 61 - T1 
-11 s+ l - A. O' at - Ol. rs+2 - pq' 0Js+2+j = 
= e OJ s+l-j for l ~ j 4 s. Now let ( .. ,.) be tJ-ie positive 
definite inner 
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product on ~ defined by (X,Y) = -B(X, 0Y) for 
X, Y € OJ • Then 
= 
(where t = 2s+2) is an oTthogonal direct sum decomposition. 
Select an orthonormal basis ( ei; l' i'n) of OJ which is 
subordinate to ( 5 ) and such that the ordering e 1 ,o •• ,en 
of its elements is compatible with the ordering of the sum 
in ( 5 ) u 
If l(j~t, let dj = dim(OJj), and let Pj denote the 
orthogonal projection "J ~OJ.ju In the seque.l we shall 
identify real linear maps with their complex linear 
extensionsu Also, given a linear endomorphism x·E End(OJ.c)' 
we let X .. denote the d. x d.-matrix of the linear map 
1J 1 J 
(Pi• X)/OJj from q.j into <>Ji and we identify X with the 
matrix of blocks (X .. ; l~ i,j' t). With these notations 
1J 
the composition of endomorphisms corresponds to matrix 
multiplications in the usual way: 
( x y )ik = > xij Yjk ' 
for X , Y t End ( OJ. c ) , l~i,k"t. 
Now let 
·n. = { X E End ( "} ) ; x .. = 0 for l'j'i't } 
' -Q 1J 
fi:Q = {xEEnd("1); x .. = 0 for l~i,j~t} 
' 1J 
l -· {xe End( OJ); x .. = 1J 0 for i 1 j } . 
(5) 
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Then clearly End ( l>J ) = f(.Q $ ,,( $ f'l..Q. Moreover, ,,( = 
= .l0 ® Ol.. , where - -pq ~ 
= {xc4 tr(X .. ) = 0 f'or 1 ~ i ~ t} 
11 
= (x E £; X .. c ~-I JJ j f'or 1' j ~ t } 
Here we have written I. f'or the identity matrix of' size 
J 




Proposition 1.4. Let :b be any of' the algebras "1Q 9 
Ol. ' pq rc.Q. Then ad ( 2'- ) = ad ( OJ ) () ?! o 
(6) 
Proof'. The inclusions ad(b) Cad(OJ )nb- are obvious 
(see also the proof' of' Proposition 1,,2). Therefore the 
direct sum decomposition ad( CJ ) = ad( 1't Q) 4> ad(,( 0 ) $ 
© ad( O'L ) Eb ad( 'vtQ) is compatible with ( 6 ) • The latter pq 
sum being direct, the inclusions must be equalities. 







x € G • 
-c' 
x € G • 
-c' 
L = {xEL·, 
-oc -c 
x - I E '!J. Qc t , 
I E fi: Qc ~ x -
x .. = 0 lJ if' i
 
det (x .. ) = 1 f'or 1 ' j ' t } JJ 
x .. E. C. I . f'or 1 ' j ~ t } 
JJ J 
These are algebraic subgroups of' Q0 with Lie algebras 
- 10 -
!! Qc' ~Qc' I .I ot -c' -oc' -pqc respectively. The following 
corollary is now immediate., 
Corollary lv5. Let B be any of the groups NQ' NQ' L0 
or A • Then B = (GAB ) 0 • In particular, B is the pq c c -c c 
identity component (with respect to the usual topology) of 
an algebraic subgroup of GL(DJ c). 
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2. Decompositions in GL(OJ-c) 
If 1 ( k ~ t we define the polynomial function 
G ---;> C by 
-c 
= det( x .. ; l(i,j~k), 
1J 
for x € Qc., Moreover, we let D0 .E 1 and D = D1 u • ., .Dt. We 
now have the following result. 
Proposition 2.1. Let l ~ k ~ t • If x E G , ii € NQ , 
-c - c 
LE L 
-c' 
n E NQ , then 
- c 
Proof. If l~ k( t, xfEnd(OJ-c)' let 'mk(x) denote 
the matrix (x .. ; 1 'i,j ~ k). Then an easy matrix computation 
1J 
yields ~k(nxln) = 'mk(n)mk(x)11lk(t) 'm.k(n) and ?Jl.k(lx) = 
= 'mk(f )ilk(x)u The assertion now follows by taking 
determinants. 
If 1 ~ k ~ t, we define the subgroup Gk of G by 
-c 
Thus G1 = G -c and 
x .. = 0 for l ~ j < k, i > j} 1J 
Gt = L N • Moreover, we define the sub-
-c-Qc 
x. . = 0 for j f.. i ,k} • 
1J 
Proposition 2.,2. Let l~ k < t, yE Gk' Dk(y) f.. o.. Then 
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there exists a unique Wk(y) 6 Nk such that Wk(y)yc: Gk+~. 
-------
Moreover, the map y~ Dk(y)Wk(y) is polynomial (in the 
entries of y). 
Proof. The uniqueness follow;.:; from the fact that 
The existence is proved by sweeping the k-l:h column 
(Y.k) of Yu This amounts to left multiplication by an ele-
ment .of Nk. More precisely, let Ek be the space of linear 
ma~s from OJ kc into "Jk+lc EE> ••• El} DJ tc. If a E Ek, we put 




Also, we let wk(a) denote t.i:le element of Nk whose k-th 
column x is given by xj = 0 for l'j<k, ~ = Ik' xj = aj for 
k(j~t. If Ek is viewed as an abelian group for the addition, 
then the map wk: Ek--+ Nk thus defined is a group iso-
morphism. 
If y€ Gk' Dk(y) f O, then clearly det(ykk) f o. Put 
Then wk(o<k(y)) y E Gk+l" Hence wk(y) = wk( o<k(y))u Since 
Dk(y)det(ykk)-l = Dk_1 (y), it follows that Dk(y)Wk(y) is 
polynomial in the entries of y. 
- lJ -
Corollary 2.J. Let ye Ge' D(y) f. O. Then there 
exist unique u(y)c NQc' :l(y)c Le and V(y)E !'.!Qc ..-SUch that 
y = U(y) t_(y)V(y). The maps U, 'l.. and V are rationalu 
Proof. In view of Proposition 2.1, the polynomial 
function D is left N -invariant. Therefore we may apply 
-Qc 
Proposition 2.2 repeatedly and infer that for ycQc-D-1 (o) 
there exists a W(y) E NQ such that W(y)ye L NQ u It is 
- c -c- c 
unique because NQ n L NQ ={I}. Clearly W(y) is rational 
- c -c- c 
( ) W(y) -1 in the entries of y and therefore U y = is. The 
proof is completed by the easy observation that the map 
LvN --i>LN -c~ -Qc -c-Qc' (..€ ,n) ~ f n is a diffeomorphism 
with rational inverse. 
We end this section with a proposition which will be 









A ---?> C 
-pqc be defined by 
:\... (x) ·I .. 
J J 
It might occur that d.= 0 for some j. This 
J 
only happens when ;f.0 = o, j = s+l. In that case we define 
.1 
1
: l. Observe that the latter equality holds in any case .. 
s+ 
Proposition 2.4. If x = u.ebv, with uc!'.!Qc' .J. ~ LOc' 
b€A 
-pqc' 
for 1, j' t. 
then 
= D . ( x) /D . l ( x) , J J-
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Proof. In view of Proposition 2.1 and the definition 
of L 0 , we have D. (x) = D. (b )D. (i) = D. (b). But obviously 
- c J J J J 
TI (l~k~t)' 
l(j~k 




). Proof of the main result. 
In this section we complete tne proof of' Theorem l.1u 
We start with some results on the NQ L0 A NQ -decom-c c pqc c 
position. 
Proposition 1.1. The map p: Loe x Apqc ---... Le , 
(€,a) t---r.l a is a finite coveringu 
Proof. By a standard computation of differentials, 
the map p is seen to be a submers.ionu Moreover, since 
A pqc is central in L c' p is a group homomorphism. HEnce 
its image L0 A is an open subgroup of L • The latter c pqc c 
group being ccnnecten it follows 
that p is an epimorphism of' Lie groups. Since Loe and 
A are connected, whereas L0 n A is discrete, it pqc c pqc 
follows that p is a covering with fibre 
= L A A Oc pqc 
From Proposition 2.4 we infer that L n A consists 
-Oc -pqc 
of elements b c A with 
-pqc 
cJ. ~. (b) J = l 
J 
forl(j~t. Hence L ()A is finite. 
-Oc -pqc In view of 
-1 Corollary 1.5, p (e) is contained in L " A hence 
-Oc 11 -pqc' 
finite. Consequently, p is a finite covering. 
~ 
Lemma J.2. The map o 
( n ,i , a, n) i-----,.'l> nf an is a finite covering. 
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Proof. By Corollary 2.'3 the map ')' : (n,i,n)l--7' i"i-tn 
-------
from m = NQ x L x N 
- - c -c -Qc onto is a diffeomor-
-1 phism. Since D is not identically zero 0n G G -D (OJ' 
c' c 
is connected. In view of Proposition J.l it therefore 
suffices to prove that ~ -l maps Gc-D- 1 (o) onto 
1Jl = N ~ L x N .. Now clearly '\i.> -J_ (G,.!-D- l (o)) ::::> 'rn.. o Qc c Qc I , 
Since 'f is a diffeomorphism, it follows by comparison 
of dimensions that there exists an open neighbourhood U of 
(e,e,e) in m ' such that v = "t' (u) is an open neighbour-
-1 ( .) -1 hood of e in Gc-D 0 • Hence "t' maps V into 'ffi u By 
analytic continuation, the holomorphic map 
"P -1 maps the 
connected complex analytic manifold G -D- 1 (o) into the 
c 
Zariski closure 'e of 'DI\. • By connectedness, 
~ -l(Gc-G- 1 (o)) i~ contained in the identity component ~ 0 
of the linear algebraic group <e. (with respect to the usual 
) (J:> 0 -- <)r'lfl topology • Finally, by Corollary 1.5, ~ uuL so 
Let (u,2,b,v) denote the multi-valued holomorphic 
inverse of the covering 'T with base points e and 
(e,e,e,e) (for the terminology used here, we refer the 
reader to the appendix)u 
Pr<?..£..osition J.J. Let 1 "- j ~ t. Then tt1e map 
d· 
-1( ) -it: G -D 0 ---+ C , y 
c 
~A. (b(y)) J is rational. In fact, 
J 
if ye G -D-1 (o), then 
•. c 
d. 
A. (b ( y)) J = D. ( y) /D. 1 ( y) .. J J J-
Proof.. This follows immediately from Proposition 2.4 .. 
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Corollary J.4. Let ?- be the least common multiple 
of d 1 , ... ,~+l'""'dt" Then p.>0, and the maps v: Gc:E-1 (o)---.... 
N d b~ •• G -D-1 (o) .~A t· l M - Qc an --- are ra iona • oreover, c pqc 
if {yk} is a sequence in Gc-D- 1 (o) converging to a 
point ye D-1 (o), then the set f if(yk); kE W} is not 
relatively compact in A pqc 
Proof. Obviously vis the restriction of V to G -n-1 (o), 
c 
hence rational (see Corollary 2~J). Since A centralizes 
-pqc 
f we 
/I.. Oc' have A la l. Hence the rationality of s+ 
the map b}'"- follows from Proposition J.J. 
Now let j be the lowest index among l, ••• ,t such that 
D.(y) = O. Then D. 1 (y) I 0 (recall that J J- n0 := 1) and by 
d. f. 0 and 
J 
Proposi tion J.,J it follows that we must have 
as k ----? OQ • Hence 
compact Ln the subset A.(A ) J pqc 
last assertion follows. 
k6CN} is 
of ~\lo} , 
--....... o 
not relatively 
so that the 
Before proceeding, we recall so~e facts that can 
essentially be found .in [ lO, Thm. II.l.J and Proof of 
Prop. IV.4 .. 4 ] • Let B be any connected Lie group and 
~ 
<:r an involution of B. Then B denotes the fixed point 
set of IS. The set Cf = {x€ B; c:r(x) = x-l} is a 
smooth submanifold of Bo Now B acts on C-S according to 
the rule b·x = ~(b)xb-lo By a computation of differentials 
one may check that all B-orbi ts are open in Gf • Hence 
the connected identity component A<S" (B) of Gf is equal 
to the B-orbit through e: 
- 18 -
------The manifold .--1~(B) is called the space of symmetric 
elements in B. The map B ~Acr(B), b ~ <r(b)-lb 
induces a B-equivariant diffeomorph~sm BG""\B ~ Acr ( B) • 
than jc\Bo- I < oo <r If C is any open subgroup of B 
( cf • (10 , Thm. IV. '3 • 4] ) and the above map B__.J>..(B) in-
duces a finite covering C\B -----.. Acr(B). 
Applying the above to G 
c 
and together with 
the holomorphic continuation of the Cartan involution 0 
we obtain finite coverings 
where 
x --?A, 
X = K \.G , 
c c 
= (K (I L )\L0 , C QC C 
Let us now return to the proof of the main theorem. If 
xEG ~we put x' 
c 
(f , b,n) ~ n 1! bn 
= ( 0 x)-1 • In view of Lemma J.2 the map 
maps ~ LX A X NQ pqc c into /> -n-1 (o). 
Proposition ..J.u 5. The map £: JIL ><.A X. NQ ---+ _A -D-1 (o), pqc c 
is a finite covering. 
Proof. Consider the finite covering 1f of Lemma J. 2. 
One easily checks that ,--1 (A -D-1 (o)) equals the smooth 
submanif'old 
T = { ( n 'l ' b 'n) € NQ l( Lo xA xNQ ; n = n I ' l = .t I } • c c pqc c 
Let S be the connected component of T which contains 
( e , e , e , e ) • Then o l S : S --A (G )-n-1 (o) is a finite c 
- 19 -
. 
covering. Moreover, the map 1. ALxA xN -pqc Qc 
(.e,b,n) ~ (n 1 ,l,b,Jl<} 
-
-N x L x A Qc Oc pqc 
maps A L>C. A , x NQ pqc c diffeomorphically onto S . Since 
£ = ('OIS) 0 i the proposition follows. 
Define the map 
XL x A x NQ pqc c > ALx A x NQ pqc c 
by o(l,a,n) = (f.'t ,a2 ,n) (here l denotes the coset of l ). 
Then clearly 0 is a finite covering. 
Consider the map 'l't: G ~A 
c 
x .--+ x 1 x, and define 
the polynomial function F: G - C c by 
F ( x) = D ("'" x) = D ( x 1 x) • 
Then F is left K -invariant, hence can be viewed as a 
c 
function on X. Similarly, F-1 (o) can be viewed as a sub-
set of Xu As such it is the preimage of D-1 (o) under 
the finite covering ~ : X ~ ~ induced by l1J'" u Being 
the complement of an analytic null set, X-F-1 (o) is 
connected, so that the restriction of l\J-
is a finite covering 
Finally, if we define the map r . XLx A >< NQ ,... . pqc c 
by cr(f~a,n) = K e an, then /\J-oy = ~· l> where £ is c 
the map of Proposition '3. 5 u Hence im( er ) c /\9- -l (im £,) = 
"-1 
= X-F (o) and the following diagram comnutes: 
x 
·- 20 -
XL x A x NQ pqc c 
O' J, 
)L x A >< NQ pqc c 
f. t 
~ -D-1 (o) 
Since o E and ~ are f'ini te coverings, we now 
have the following result. 
1emma '3. 6. The map <y : (K () Lo )'\Lo XA xNQ ~ c c c pqc c 
- K \G -F-l (o), {i,a,n) ~ K .ean is a f'ini te 
c c c 
covering with base points {e,e,e) and e. 
Proof' of' Theorem 1.1.:_ Let 
be the restriction of' the canonical map G --II' X .. 
c 
Moreover, let ~ = { ~l' ! 2 , s3 ) be the multi-valued 
holomorphic inverse of the covering <f with base points 
{e,e,e) and e .. In view of Proposition 1.1, locally at 
e the basic branch re of' ~ is given by ~e·"lC= 
= (1 ,h ' VQ). Consequently 5 0 7C J 2 o TC, ~ 01L are q 1 ' J 
the multi-valued holomorphic extensions of' ~ , hq' VQ 
= 1C'-
1 {im 'f) = to Moreover, 
= K L A N = K Q , and theref'ore 
c Oc pqc Qc c c 
is algebraic. 
= G -K Q = 
c c c 
As f'or the last three assertions, by holomorphic con-
ti~uation it follows that 
VQ{x)' A{x)' A{x) h 2 {x) V {x) q Q x'x = 
for all x€G -D- 1 {o) .. Consequently, with the notations 
c 
- 21 -
preceding Proposition J.J, 
h 2µ,(x) )J-= b(x 1 x) q 
')) (x) = v(x 1 x). Q 
Now put m = 2,J>- • Then the last assertions readily -follow 
by application of Proposition 1.4. 
We end this section with two related propositions, 
which will be useful in the next section. 
Proposition 1.7. e G -S = G Q • 
c Q c c 
Proof. From [ 9 , Proposition l ] it fol lows that 
Ge C KL 
c c c 
Hence Ge Q = K Q • 
c c c c 
(7) 
(.8) 
Proposition J .. 8 .. 
e 
Let (a,n) E A x NQ and assun113 that pqc c 
x €:: G L0 an. Then c c 
a 2JA- = 
n = 
Proof. It follows that x'x €:: n' A a 2 n L " Hence, with 
the notations preceding Proposition 1.J, we have a 2µ. = 
= b(x'x)l-A- and n = v(x'x). The assertion now follows by 
comparison of these two formulas with ( 7 , 8 ) .. 
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4. An application to reductive symmetric spaces 
In this section we will apply Theorem l.1 to obtain 
the following result which is basic for [4] . 
We assume that G is a real reductive group of the 
Harish-Chandra class (class 1-l ) with Lie algebra ~ " 
that ~ is an involution of G, and that H is an open 
subgroup of Gr u The space H\G is called a reductive 
symmetric space of class }l (see also f 3] ) • There 
exists a Cartan involution e of G which commutes with 
c ( cf u [ 1. ] ) • Its fixed point set K is a maximal 
compact subgroup of Gu We may now introduce groups A , pq 
~Q' L, L0 by the same definitions as in the case of an 
adjoint group in Section lu By a 
standard computation of differentials one m1y check that 
(h,2 ,a,n) ~ h.lan is 
a submersion onto an open subset .f1 of Gu The main result 
of this section is: 
Lemma 4 .1. If x E !1. , then there exist unique 
x 6 
a (x) EA , nQ(x) € NQ such that pq pq 
H i(x) a (x) nQ(x). pq 
The corresponding maps 1 , a and nQ are real analytic. pq 
Moreover, if { xk \ is any sequence in ...0.. converging 
to a point x E o.Q then the set {a (x1,); kc IN} is pq t.\ 
not ~elatively compact in A • pq 
We split the proof of this lemma into two parts, 
the first being: 
(9) 
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Reduction to the ad~oint case.. Let X(G) denote the 
group of all continuous homomorphisms * G - lR and put 
0 G = f\ { ker lCXI ; 'X E X(G)} .. Then °G is a closed 
subgroup of class ']{ Let 'l9- = ~ () centre( CJ} and 
put v = exp 1r u Then v is a closed vector subgroup 
and we have the direct product G-:::: 0 GxV (see also 
[11-1-, p. 196]) .. Moreover, putting 'lYh = »-n~ and 'l}" q 
of 
= 
= »l'l °1 , we have » = and a direct product 
vh xv q' where v ,...., V =exp(~ } .. Com-q q 
bined with the above this yields the direct product 
G /V 0 Vh x G x V q• 
G 
Now clearly V CA q pq and vhc 
= 
0 G ('\ L 
H f\ L0 .. Therefore, putting 
= 
0 G (\A pq' 0 and OH = 
0 G (\ H, we have 
direct products Apq ""' 0 Apq x V q, L0 ,,...., Vh X 
0 L0 and 
H ~ vh )( 0 Hu Moreover, NQ c 0 G, . and so the set 0.12. = 
= _()_ n°G equals 0 tt0 L 0 A N and .11.. admits the decom-0 pq Q' 
0 position .!L ~ Vhx fl..xVq subordinate to ( lO ). Thus 
the HL0 ApqNQ-decomposi tion of ..{l_ is compatible with the 
decomposition ( 10) of G and d.0.. ~ Vh x ~( 012. }x Vq. 
Therefore, it suffices to prove Lemma 4.1 for the groap 0 G 
together with the decomposition o.o_ = oHoL oA N • 0 pq Q 
(10) 
Thus we may as well assume that G = 0 G. In that case, the 
the centre Z(G) of G is contained in K. Assume now that the 
lemna is valid for the image AdG(G) of G in the adjoint 
group Ge of DJ c under the adjoint representation AdG of 
G i_n O;J c .. We claim that it then holds for G as well., In 
fact~ if (li,ai,ni.} E ((Hn L0 )\L0 ) ><. Apqx NQ (i = 1,2} and 
tte1 a 1n 1 = Hf2 a 2n 2 , then it follows that AdG(a1 } = AdG(a2 }, 
AdG(n1 } = AdG(n2 )» whence a 1 = a 2 , n 1 = n 2 and Ht 1 = Ht 2 • 
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Hence (H f\ L0 )~ 1 = (H f'\ L0 ).t 2 , the uniqueness statement holds 
and the maps 1 , a and nQ are well defined on ..Q • pq 
------
By a standard computation of differentials it now 
follows that the real analytic map (i,a,n)r--" Hean 
maps ( (Hn L0 )'\L0 ) x Apq.x NQ diffeomorphically onto the 
canonical image {)_ of .ft. in H\G. Its inverse is a real 
Now let TC : ..!1.. _,. .fl.. be the restriction of the canonical 
-
map G __,,. H\G to .lL.. Then (l ,a ,nQ) equals ~ .. TC , pq 
hence is real analyticu 
Finally, ker(AdG) = Z(G) is contained in K, hence in 
Kf'ILC L0 • It follows that .ft= ...<l..Z(G) = Ad~1 (AdG(..!1.)) 11 
whence o AdG (ll.) = AdG ( o_Q ) u Therefore, if l xk} is 
a sequence in .fL converging to a point x € o..Q ' then 
by applying Lemma 4.1 to the sequence {AdG(xk)} in AdG(G), 
is not relatively 
compact in AdG(A ) • It follows that {a (xk); pq pq 
is not relatively compact in A , and the lemma's pq 
validity for G has been establishedu 
kc \N~ 
From the above we see that it suffices to prove 
Lemma 4.1 under the following assumption (A) which we 
assume to hold from now on. 
(A) OJ is a real semisimple Lie algebra and G is 
an open subgroup of the normalizer GR of °! 
in the adjoint group Ge of OJ c. 
The next idea is to exploit the duality introduced 
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by Berger ( 5 ) (and also used by [6,7,12) ) . 
The space 
OJd = 
is a subalgebra of OJ c, called the real form dual to 
OJ.. The restriction $d of the (complex) involution -C to 
OJd is a Cartan involution for OJ d, with associated eigen-
space decomposition 
OJ d = 
d d 
where .{(. = 1J c (\ OJ , d d "f = G\.c ri OJ (read this as: 
the k in the dual situation, etc.). Similarly, we put 
rd e J OJ d ~d = -fccri"Jd, d 'fc"OJd• Let Gd = 
' oi. = ' 
Hd be the connected analytic subgroups of G with Lie 
c 
algebras d CJ ' 1(..d and 'lg.d respectively. Moreover, let 
Kd 
d 
oz. pq = 6l. ' pq 
d d . d d d 
Apq = Apq, L = L c n G , 'Yl.. Q = 11.Qc f\ OJ , 
' 
Nd = Q 
d 
exp(1Z Q), d d d d d d) and define L 0 = (K r. L )exp( "p (\ \ (l { • 
Then according to Proposition l.l, we have a decomposition 
determined by 
x c d '\d d d K /\.. (x) h (x) v (x). q Q (ll) 
The idea is now to view ( 9 ) and ( ll ) as different 
real forms of the same multi-valued holomorphic decom-
positionu 
Let H be the connected analytic subgroup of G with 
c c 
Lie"algebra 1Jc· Set S~ = Gc-HcLcNQc" Then according 
to Theorem l.J, the maps Ad hd vd have multi-valued 
' q' Q 
holomorphic extensions to maps Ge- S~ ~ (Hen L~c)\L~c, 
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A , N • pqc Qc 
To complete the proof of Lemma 4.1, we need the follo-
Proposition 4.2. Under the assumption (A), the set ..0. 
is a union of connected components of 
Proof. The group H x. Q acts on G 
c 
according to the 
rule (h,q).x = hxq-1 , forhE:H, qe:Q, x C: G • In 
c 
Proposition 1.7, this action leaves G -sd = G 1:' Q 
c Q c c 
Moreover, by an easy computation of differentials 
of G'C' it follows that all Hx Q-orbits in G -S~ C QC' c 






a union of open H x Q-orbi ts. Now .fl.. is just the H X Q-
d 
orbit through e, hence open and closed in G-SQ. 
End of proof of Lemma 4. l. Let i.1 , f. 2 € L0 , 
Proposition 3.8 we 
The map 
exp: t7{. ~ A being a diff'eomorphism it fol lows that pq pq 
a 1 = a 2 • Hence Hi1 = H.f 2 from which it is immediate that 
(Hn L 0 )l 1 = (Hn L 0 )£ 2 • This proves uniqueness and the 
maps 1. , a , nQ are well defined by ( 9 ) .. By the pq 
same argument as in the reduction part of the proof it 
now follows that these maps are real analytic. 
yinally~ by Proposition J.8 we have 
= 
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for x Ell . By Proposition 4.2, ~...a. is contained in sd Q 
and so the last assertion of the lemma follows from the 
~ 
corresponding assertion of Theorem 1.). 
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Appendix: Multi-valued holomorphic maps 
Let X be a connected complex analytic manifold. A 
covering p:E --..X together with points ec E, acX such 
that p(e) = a is called a covering with base points of X 0 
We write p: (E,e) --4'> (x,a) for such a covering. Let a 
point a E: X be fixed from now on. 
Fix a universal covering 7r: : (x, o<) - (X,a) with 
,...,, 
base points of X. A holomorphic map f from X into a 
complex analytic manifold Y is called a multi-valued 
holomorphic map from X into Y. Let us denote the germ 
of a holomorphic map F at a point x by F • x Then 
( -7'"_,, )-1 f = f 0 '~ ..... a o< is the germ of a holomorphic map at a. 
We call f the basic branch of f at the base point a; a 
it determines f uniquely, and f is called the multi-
valued holomorphic extension of f 
a 
to x~ 
If we work with multi-valued holomorphic maps this 
will always be done with respect to a base point. Thus a 
multi-valued holomorphic map will always be viewed as 
the multi-valued holomorphic extension of a holomorphic 
germ at the base pointu 
~ Single valued maps. A holomorphic map G: X ~y will 
be called single valued on 
for all X with 
x if f 
7C( ~ ) = 
G ~ 0 ( 7r f ) - l = G'>J o ( 7C? ) -1 
"IC"('>') ) • Clearly G is 
single valued if and only if there exists a holomorphic 
map f: X --r Y sucn that G = F 0 7C We often identify 
a holomorphic map F: x- Y with the associated single 
valued map Fa 7C , viewed as a multi-valued map X - Y. 
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Composition. Let Y, Z be complex analytic manifolds 
and f a multi-valued hol omorphic map X -Y. If 
g: Y --.-.z is a holomorphic map then g~f is a well 
defined multi-valued holomorphic map X ~ z. If Y is 
connected and g: Y--.-. Z a multi-valued holomorphic map 
with base point b = f(~ ), then gof is defined as 
follows. 
By definition, f actually is a holomorphic map 
,..., 
X - Y. Now let p: (Y, (3 ) _.;a. (Y, b) be the universal 
covering with base points of Y. Since X is simply 
connected, there exists a unique holomorphic map 
,,.,, ....., ,.... 
"' f: x ___.. y with f ( o( ) = (!> 
' 
f = pof, called the lifting 
...., ,.,, 
of f. The map g•f: x- z is a multi-valued ho lo-
morphic map X - Z, called the composition of f and 
g. We also denote it by gof. Its basic branch is given 
by (gof)a = gbofa. Observe that these definitions are 
compatible with the identification of holomorphic and 
single valued maps described above. 
The inverse of a covering. Let 'f : (Y, b) __. (X,a) be 
a covering with base points. Then there exists a unique 
holomorphic map "Y : x ._..,.. y with 'lj' ( o< ) = b and 
Cf' o "j' = 7C .. We call f the multi-valued holornorphic 
inverse of 'f Observe that its basic branch is given 
by y a = ( er b) - l • 
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